
Atacama and Playwright Augusto Federico Amador 
 
Atacama 
Set in the extraordinary landscape of Chile’s gorgeous Atacama desert, Amador’s play takes the 
audience on a powerful, metaphoric quest that begins with the meeting of two strangers in this 
vast desert. Both have come in search of the sun-bleached, shattered bones of their children, who 
were “disappeared” years earlier--killed by the brutal General Pinochet regime (1973-1990), then 
buried in the Atacama Desert.  
 
With the unfolding of the past and present lives of these two mysterious figures (Ignacia, played 
by Lara Trujillo, and Diego, played by Pedro R. Bayon), Atacama transforms into the realm of 
magical realism.  The play then metaphorically and powerfully explores universal themes of 
human polarization--gender and intergenerational tensions, religious and political divides--that 
can lead to transgression and tragedy, as they did in Chile.  Chile’s painful history becomes a 
metaphorical lesson for all humanity as this play grapples with political forces that tear families 
and countries apart because of opposing views, choices, and actions—all so painfully relevant to 
the world today.  And in the end, the play magically explores transformative possibilities that can 
lead from national and family transgression, to remorse, reparation, forgiveness, and redemption.  
 
Selected by Chicago’s Steppenwolf Theatre for its list of 50 outstanding plays highlighting 
“intersecting social identities,” Atacama was given its world premiere in September 2018 by 
Teatro Paraguas both in Santa Fe and in Albuquerque, performances coinciding with the 45th 
anniversary of the U.S.-backed coup d'etat in which the democratically elected socialist government 
of Salvador Allende was overthrown by the army under General Pinochet on September 11th, 1973. 
 
Atacama will soon be published in Spanish by Teatro Sin Paredes (Mexico City) in a collection 
of five plays by noted North American playwrights, including works by celebrated writer 
Caridad Svitch and Pulitzer Prize winner Quiara Alegría Hudes.  
 
Playwright:  Augusto Federico Amador  
Augusto Federico Amador is one of the rising Latinx playwrights in America.  Besides Full 
Circle’s area premiere of Atacama (a play selected for Steppenwolf Theatre’s The Mix List of 
plays featuring casts of intersectional and intersecting social identities), his plays Kissing Che 
and Fresno will be given 2020 world premieres respectively at at Gablestage in Miami and at 
the National Hispanic Cultural Center in Albuquerque, NM. His plays have also been runner-ups 
for the National Latino Playwriting Award from the Arizona Theater Company and have been 
listed for 50 Playwrights Project of Best Unproduced Latino Plays, and Howlround’s “101 Plays 
by The New Americans, or on Latinidad”. And his play, The Book of Leonidas, won best play at 
the Downtown Urban Arts Festival in NYC.  
 
Atacama will soon be published in Spanish by Teatro Sin Paredes (Mexico City) in a collection 
of five plays by noted North American playwrights, including works by celebrated writer 
Caridad Svitch and Pulitzer Prize winner Quiara Alegría Hudes.  
 



His play Fresno will be given a staged reading at Signature Theater in NYC for the Downtown 
Urban Arts Festival in June (2020). 
 
His fellowships include: Public Theater in NYC, The Humanitas Prize in Los Angeles, Latino 
Theater Alliance/L.A. and Lincoln City Fellowship in NYC.  Recently, Mr. Amador was 
selected for the Disney/NBCUniversal/NHMC TV Writers Fellowship as well the prestigious 
2019 Humanitas Prize New Voices Award in television writing. His screenplay, RatCatcher, 
finished on the Top 50 Nicholl Fellowship Screenplays.  
 
Mr. Amador was born and raised in Silicon Valley and is the son of a Peruvian father (music 
composer) and an Austrian mother (culinary chef).  


